Texts

Entry/ Exit Point (Excite/ Celebrate)

Dogger, My Naughty Little Sister, Flat Stanley

Chest full of artefacts from years ago. Where might they be
from?

Key Vocabulary

Dress up day – 1960’s
Write and invite a local speaker to talk about life in Wirral,
e.g. Shirley Hughes
Celebration Assembly to grown-ups

Wirral, significant, timeline, order, compare, similar / different, fact /
opinion, artefact, event, source, evidence, cause, consequence
century/ decade, living memory, way of life, home life, transport,
past/ present/ future, memory
Push, pull, magnetic field, attract, repel, positive, negative,
waterproof, water resistant, transparent, opaque, plastic, wood.

Impact (Assessment Criteria)
Wonderful Wirral:

Use google earth to locate places on a map

Living on the Wirral now and in the past

Identify the Wirral on a map
Compare Wirral Now and Then – map skills, homelife, shops, schools,toys

‘We can do all things through Christ who
gives us strength’

Write a pen portrait of Shirley Hughes. Write a ‘Lost’ poster for Dogger.
Create a piece of art in the style of a local artist, after studying that artist
(Mark Leckey / Anthony Brown)

Spiritual Enquiry

Name and sing some songs by The Beatles.

Block Week:
Investigate forces and find out which type of magnet is strongest.

Identify how life has changed in Wirral over
the last 6 decades
Use sources including websites,
photographs, books and artefacts to find out
information.
Present historical information through
diaries

Children can:
Identify changes in Wirral over the last 60 years

What happened to the football world cup.

Intent (Knowledge/NC links)

Compassion & Service:
What if we didn’t look after Wonderful Wirral?

Use the historical vocabulary
Use maps to locate Wirral. Also google
earth to find our own locality
Identify different forces and understand
what they are and why they happen
Identify properties of different materials and
understand why different materials are
suitable for different purposes.
To develop drawing and painting skills
linked to local artists

Investigate which materials are waterproof and will keep our feet the driest.

Implementation (including cross curricular links and enrichment activities)
Science
Explore and investigate forces and materials

Computing
Explore Google Earth to locate Wirral and Moreton

DT
Design and advertise an item of clothing from the 1960’s

PE
Gymnastics

PSHE

Art
City scapes – Stephen Wiltshire
Lambana – draw, create out of clay
Photography of local area

History
What was Wirral like in the past? How has it changed over time? Compare and contrast

Geography
Locate Wirral and Moreton on a map of the UK and on google
earth
English
Diary
Letters
Character profile
Lost poster
Wanted poster

